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Abstract
We prove that a Jordan superalgebra J containing the 10-dimensional exceptional Kac super-
algebra K10 is isomorphic to (K10 ⊗F S)⊕ J ′, where S is an associative commutative algebra.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
H.M. Wedderburn proved that if an associative unital algebra B contains a .nite
dimensional central simple subalgebra A and 1∈A, then B is isomorphic to a Kronecker
product A⊗S. Kaplansky [10] (using the arguments of Albert [1]) extended this result to
an alternative algebra B and octonion algebra A. In [5] Jacobson proved a factorization
theorem for the case when B is a Jordan algebra and A is an exceptional simple
27-dimensional Jordan algebra. He also showed that dropping the assumption that A
contains the identity of B yields the decomposition B  (A⊗ S)⊕ B′.
In this paper, we prove similar results for the 10-dimensional exceptional Jordan
superalgebra K10 introduced by Kac [6].
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Theorem 1. Let J˜ be a unital Jordan superalgebra over a ;eld F of zero character-
istic. Suppose J =K10(F) is a subalgebra of J˜ and 1∈ J . Then J˜  J ⊗F S; where S
is an associative commutative superalgebra.
Using Theorem 1 we can easily drop the assumption that K10 contains the identity
of J˜ .
Theorem 2. Let J˜ be a Jordan superalgebra over a ;eld F of zero characteristic
containing J =K10(F). Then J˜ is isomorphic to a direct sum (J ⊗F S)⊕ J ′; where S
is an associative commutative superalgebra.
The proof of Theorem 1 essentially uses the classi.cation of irreducible K10(F)-
bimodules which is due to Shtern [12].
The exceptional Jordan superalgebra K10 corresponds to the exceptional 40-
dimensional Lie superalgebra F(4) (see [7]) via the Tits–Kantor–Koecher construc-
tion (see [4,13]). The superalgebra F(4) contains a subalgebra sl2(F) with basis
e; f; h ([e; f] = h; [f; h] = 2f; [e; h] = −2e) such that the eigenvalues of ad(h) :F(4)→
F(4) are −2; 0; 2 and the ±2 eigenspaces can be identi.ed with K10.
Theorem 1 implies the following analogue of the description of N-graded Lie alge-
bras due to Berman and Moody (see [2]).
Theorem 3. Let L be a Lie superalgebra over a ;eld F of zero characteristic which
contains the 40-dimensional exceptional superalgebra F(4). Let H be a Cartan sub-
algebra of the even part of F(4). Suppose that
(i) L decomposes as a direct sum of eigenspaces with respect to ad(H), L=
∑
 L;
(ii) L is generated by
∑
 =0 L and
(iii) L =(0) if and only if L ∩ F(4) =(0).
Then L is centrally isogenous to a tensor product F(4)⊗F S, where S is an asso-
ciative commutative superalgebra.
1. Preliminaries
By a superalgebra we mean a Z=2Z-graded algebra, J = J O0 + J O1. If a∈ J Oi, then we
denote i= |a|.
Denition 1.1 (see Kac [6], Kaplansky [8,9]). The superalgebra J is said to be Jordan
if it satis.es the following two graded identities:
(1) ab=(−1)|a‖b|ba (supercommutativity),
(2) ((ab)c)d+(−1)|b‖c|+|b‖d|+|c‖d|((ad)c)b+(−1)|d‖c|a((bd)c)= (ab)(cd)+ (−1)|b‖c|
(ac)(bd)+ (−1)|b‖d|+|c‖d|(ad)(bc)= (a(bc))d+(−1)|c‖d|(a(bd))c+(−1)|b‖c|+|d‖b|
(a(cd))b (Jordan identity).
Let A=A O0 +A O1 be a superalgebra and let W =W O0 +W O1 be a bimodule over A. The
vector space W op =Wv with the action a(wv)= (aw)v; (wv)a=(−1)|a|(wa)v is also a
bimodule over A, W opO0 =W O1v;W
op
O1
=W O0v.
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A mapping d : J → W of parity |d| is called a derivation from the algebra J into
the bimodule W if
(ab)d= a(bd) + (−1)|b‖d|(ad)b
for arbitrary elements a; b∈ J . The linear span of all such derivations is denoted as
Der(J;W ). If the algebra J is considered as a bimodule over itself then d∈Der(J; J )
is called a derivation of the superalgebra J . The vector space Der(J; J ) has a natural
structure of a Lie superalgebra.
For arbitrary elements a; b∈ J O0 ∪ J O1 of a Jordan superalgebra the operator D(a; b) :
J→J; x → (xa)b − (−1)|a‖b|(xb)a is a derivation of J . Derivations of the form∑
D(ai; bi); ai; bi ∈ J being homogeneous, are called inner.
Let A and M denote the even and the odd parts of the superalgebra K10(F), re-
spectively. The algebra A=A1 ⊕ A2 is a direct sum of two subalgebras A1 =Fe1 +∑4
i= 1 Fvi; A2 =Fe2 with the multiplication
e2i = ei; i=1; 2; e1e2 = 0; e1vi = vi; e2vi =0; 16 i6 4;
v1v2 = v3v4 = 2e1; otherwise vivj =0; 16 i6 j6 4:
The odd part M =
∑2
i= 1 Fxi +
∑2
i= 1 Fyi is a four-dimensional bimodule over A with
the action
eixj = 12xj; eiyj =
1
2yj; 16 i; j6 2;
v1y1 = x2; v1y2 = − x1; v2x1 = − y2; v2x2 =y1;
v3x2 = x1; v3y1 =y2; v4x1 = x2; v4y2 =y1
all other products vixj, viyj are zero.
Let [; ] denote the multiplication on M . Then
[xi; yi] = e1 − 3e2; 16 i6 2; [x1; x2]= v1; [y1; y2]= v2;
[x2; y2]= v3; [x2; y1]= v4;
all the other products [xi; yj] are zero (see [3,6]).
The superalgebra K10 is not a homomorphic image of a special Jordan superalgebra
(see [11]).
Shtern established the following properties of K10:
(1) Every Jordan bimodule over K10 is completely reducible.
(2) There are only two (up to isomorphism) irreducible bimodules over J =K10, the
(regular) bimodule J itself and the bimodule J op.
(3) Every derivation of K10 is inner. The Lie superalgebra Der(J; J ) of all derivations
of the Jordan superalgebra J is isomorphic to osp(1; 2)⊕ osp(1; 2).
If ai; bi, are elements from J and J
∑
D(ai; bi)= 0 then J op
∑
D(ai; bi)= 0 as well.
By the results (2) and (3) of Shtern for an arbitrary bimodule W over J =K10 the
Lie superalgebra Der(J; J ) acts on W and on Der(J;W ). Remark that Der(J; J op) 
Der(J; J )op.
From (3) it follows that Der(J; J ) has zero center and .nally we will need the
following
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Lemma 1.1. The Der(J; J )-module J=F1 is irreducible.
Proof. As above; J =A+M; A=A1⊕A2; A1 =Fe1 +V ; A2 =Fe2. Let W be a proper
Der(J; J )-submodule of J containing F1.
Suppose that W ∩ V =(0). Then V ⊆ W since V is irreducible with respect to
Der(V; V ). Moreover, M ⊆ W . Indeed, choose elements v; w∈V such that v2 =w2 = e1,
vw=0. Then for an arbitrary element x∈M we have vD(x; w)= (vx)w∈W .
The odd part M is a special bimodule over A1 (see [4]), that is, for arbitrary elements
a; b∈A1, x∈M we have (xa)b+ (xb)a= x(ab). Hence (((xv)w)v)w= 116x∈W .
For arbitrary elements x; y∈M we have xD(y; e1)= [x; y]e1− 12 [x; y] = 12 (a1−a2)∈W ,
where [x; y] = a1+a2, ai ∈Ai. Since the odd part of K10 contains elements x; y such that
[x; y] = e1−3e2 it follows that 12 (e1+3e2)∈W . Taking into account that 1= e1+e2 ∈W
we conclude that e1; e2 ∈W . Hence W = J .
From now on assume that V∩W =(0). If e1+v+!e2 ∈W , where ; !∈F , 0 = v∈V ,
then (e1 + v+ !e2)D(V; V )=V ⊆ W , a contradiction.
Hence W∩ A ⊆ Fe1+Fe2. If W∩A =F1, then e1; e2 ∈W . Then for arbitrary elements
x∈M; v∈V we have
e1D(x; v)= 12xv− vx= −12 xv∈W;
which implies M ⊆ W . Since MD(M;A) * Fe1 + Fe2 we conclude that W = J , a
contradiction. Hence A ∩W =F1.
We have seen above that if x∈M ∩W , y∈M and [x; y] = a1 +a2, then aa−a2 ∈W ,
which implies [M ∩W;M ] ⊆ F(e1−e2). Let 0 = z= 1x1+2x2+!1y1+!2y2 ∈M ∩W .
Evaluating [x1; z] and [x2; z] we get a contradiction. Hence W =F1. The lemma is
proved.
Corollary 1.1. {a∈ J |aDer(J; J )= (0)}=F1.
2. The centralizer of K10
Let J˜ be a unital Jordan superalgebra which contains J =K10(F), 1∈ J . By the result
of Shtern [12], J˜ is a direct sum of J -bimodules J , J op.
Let
J˜ =
∑
i
Jui +
∑
j
Jvj;
where ’i : J → Jui,  j : J op → Jvj are isomorphisms of J -bimodules, ui =’i(1),
vj =  j(1v).
It is easy to see that for arbitrary elements a; b∈ J we have
(aui)b=(ab)ui; b(aui)= (ba)ui; (*)
(avj)b=(−1)|b|(ab)vj; b(avj)= (ba)vj: (**)
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Let S =
∑
i Fui +
∑
j Fvj denote the span of all elements ui; vj. From (*) and (**)
it follows that
JD(S; J )= SD(J; J )= (0):
Lemma 2.1. S is a sub (super) algebra of J˜ .
Proof. From (*) and (**) it follows that uiDer(J; J )= viDer(J; J )= (0). By Corollary
1.1; S =
∑
i Fui +
∑
j Fvj = {a∈ J˜ |aDer(J; J )= (0)}; which is clearly a subalgebra.
Lemma 2.1 is proved.
From the decomposition J˜ =
∑
i Jui +
∑
j Jvj it follows that J˜ = JS.
Our aim now is to prove that for arbitrary elements a; b∈ J ; s; t ∈ S we have
(as)(bt)= (−1)|b‖s|(ab)(st):
Lemma 2.2. For arbitrary elements a∈ J ; s; t ∈ S we have (as)t= a(st).
Proof. First; we will show that the mapping J → J˜ ; a → (as)t − a(st) is a derivation.
In other words; we will prove that for arbitrary elements a; b∈ J
((ab)s)t − (ab)(st)= a((bs)t − b(st)) + (−1)|b|(|s|+|t|)((as)t − a(st))b:
Since (ab)(st)= (−1)|b|(|s|+|t|)(a(st))b this is equivalent to
((ab)s)t= a((bs)t)− a(b(st)) + (−1)|b|(|s|+|t|)((as)t)b: (1)
By the Jordan identity
(t(ab))s+ (−1)|b‖s|(t(as))b+ (−1)|a|(|s|+|b|)(t(bs))a
= ((ta)b)s+ (−1)|b‖a|+|a‖s|+|b‖s|((ts)b)a+ (−1)|b‖s|t((as)b):
Since (t(ab))s=((ta)b)s we get
(−1)|b‖s|(t(as))b+ (−1)|a|(|s|+|b|)(t(bs))a
= (−1)|a‖b|+|a‖s|+|b‖s|((ts)b)a+ (−1)|b‖s|t((as)b);
which together with supercommutativity and ((ts)b)a=(ts)(ba) implies (1).
Since SDer(J; J )= (0) it follows that the derivation d : J → J˜ , a → (as)t − a(st)
commutes with Der(J; J ). Hence the compositions of d with the projections J˜ → Jui,
J˜ → Jvj are derivations from J to the bimodules Jui, Jvj, respectively, and these deriva-
tions commute with Der(J; J ). Since the action of Der(J; J ) on Der(J; J ), Der(J; J op)
has only zero constants, we conclude that d=0. Lemma 2.2 is proved.
Lemma 2.3. For arbitrary elements a; b∈ J ; s; t ∈ S; we have (ab)(st)= (−1)|b‖s|
(as)(bt).
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Proof. Fix elements s; t ∈ S; a∈ J and consider the mapping Da : J → J˜ ; Da(b)= 〈a; b〉
=(as)(tb)− (−1)(|s|+|t|)|a|(st)(ab).
We will show that Da is a derivation. Indeed, by the Jordan identity, for arbitrary
elements b; b′ ∈ J we have
(as)(t(bb′)) = ((as)(tb))b′ + (−1)|b‖b′|((as)(tb′))b
+(−1)|t|(|b|+|b′|)((as)(bb′))t − (−1)|b‖t|(((as)b)t)b′
− (−1)|b‖b′|+|t‖b′|(((as)b′)t)b:
By Lemma 2.2
(−1)|t|(|b|+|b′|)((as)(bb′))t=(−1)|a|(|t|+|s|)(st)(a(bb′)):
Hence
〈a; bb′〉 = (as)(t(bb′))− (−1)|a|(|t|+|s|)(st)(a(bb′))
= ((as)(tb))b′ + (−1)|b‖b′|((as)(tb′))b
−(−1)|b‖t|(((as)b)t)b′ − (−1)|b‖b′|+|b′‖t|(((as)b′)t)b
= ((as)(tb)− (−1)|b‖t|(((as)b)t)b′
+((−1)|b‖b′|(as)(tb′)− (−1)|b‖b′|+|b′‖t|((as)b′)t)b
= Da(b)b′ + (−1)|b‖Da|bDa(b′):
We have shown that Da : J → J˜ is a derivation.
It is easy to see that the mapping a → Da is a Der(J; J˜ )-module homomorphism
from J to Der(J; J˜ ). Moreover, since F1 lies in the kernel, there is a homomorphism
J=F1 → Der(J; J˜ ). If this homomorphism is not zero then one of the projections of
J=F1 to Der(J; Jui), Der(J; Jvj) is not zero. Hence the irreducible module J=F1 is
contained in Der(J; J ) or in Der(J; J op)  Der(J; J )op. This is a contradiction given
that dimF J=F1=9 and Der(J; J )  osp(1; 2)⊕ osp(1; 2) and dimFosp(1; 2)=5. Hence
Da =0 for an arbitrary a∈ J . The lemma is proved.
Since the basis {ui; vj} of S is linearly independent over J we have shown that
J˜  J ⊕F S
Lemma 2.4. The superalgebra S is associative.
Proof. Choose elements v; w∈V such that v2 =w2 = e1; vw=0. Let a; b; c∈ S; x∈M
be arbitrary elements. Applying the Jordan identity to the elements x⊗a; w⊗b; e2⊗ c;
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x ⊗ 1 we get
(((x ⊗ 1)(v⊗ a))(w ⊗ b))(e2 ⊗ c)
+(−1)|b‖c|+|a‖c|+|a‖b|(((x ⊗ 1)(e2 ⊗ c))(w ⊗ b))(v⊗ a)= 0
all other summands of the Jordan identity are equal to zero.
This implies
1
2 (xv)w ⊗ (ab)c + 12(−1)|b‖c|+|a‖c|+|a‖b|(xw)v⊗ (cb)a=0:
Taking into account that (xv)w + (xw)v= x(vw)= 0, we get
1
2 (xv)w ⊗ ((ab)c − (−1)|b‖c|+|a‖c|+|a‖b|(cb)a)= 0;
which implies (ab)c= a(bc). The lemma is proved.
Now Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof mimics Jacobson’s proof of the corresponding result
for exceptional Jordan algebras (see [5; Theorem 4]).
Let J =K10(F) be a subsuperalgebra of a Jordan superalgebra J˜ , let e be the identity
element of J .
Consider the Peirce decomposition J˜ = {e; J˜ ; e} + {e; J˜ ; 1 − e} + {1 − e; J˜ ; 1 − e},
where {x; y; z} is a Jordan triple product (see [4]).
For an arbitrary element a∈ J ⊆ {e; J˜ ; e}, let R(a) : {e; J˜ ; 1−e} → {e; J˜ ; 1−e}. Then
for arbitrary elements a; b∈ J we have R(a)R(b) + (−1)|a‖b|R(b)R(a)=R(ab), which
implies that the mapping a → R(a) is a specialization. Since J is a simple exceptional
superalgebra (see [11]) we conclude that R(a)= 0 for an arbitrary a∈ J .
In particular, R(e)= 0. But R(e) acts on {e; J˜ ; 1− e} as multiplication by 12 . Hence
{e; J˜ ; 1− e}=0 and therefore J˜ = {e; J˜ ; e}⊕ {1− e; J˜ ; 1− e}. Now it remains to apply
Theorem 1 to {e; J˜ ; e}. Theorem 2 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let L be a Lie superalgebra which contains the superalgebra
F(4). Suppose that conditions (i)–(iii) are satis.ed. Let sl2(F)=Fe+Fh+Ff be a sub-
algebra of F(4) such that ad(h) :F(4)→ F(4) has eigenvalues −2; 0; 2. We can assume
that h∈H . Condition (iii) implies that L=L−2+L0+L2; where Li = {a∈L|[h; a] = ia};
f∈L−2; e∈L2. The operation a2 ·b2 = 12 [[a2; f]; b2] de.nes a structure of a Jordan su-
peralgebra on L2 with e being the identity element (see [13]). This superalgebra (L2; ·)
contains (F(4)2; ·)=K10(F).
By Theorem 1 there exists an associative commutative superalgebra S such that
(L2; ·)  K10(F)⊗F S.
The condition (ii) implies that L is generated by L−2; L2. Hence L is centrally isoge-
nous with the Tits–Kantor–Koecher construction of K10(F) ⊗F S, that is, F(4) ⊗F S.
Theorem 3 is proved.
Remark. Instead of assumption (iii) we could have assumed that Lad(e)3 = (0).
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